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Some Info About the Agenda

BoG Vote to Approve
The BoG elections will close on November 27.

We have one BoG resignation and will conduct within-term vacancy elections.

We have two candidates for the N&A committee

Giuseppe Caire and Emanuele Viterbo

and will select one by e-mail voting to serve 2020 - 2022.
Some Committee Updates

- We had substantial committees’ feedback (see the ISIT BoG meeting consent agenda), some relevant to (possible) Bylaws revisions.

- The External Nominations Committee has arranged a nomination of Katalin Marton for the Emmy Noether Lecture (AWM Award).

- The Online committee has two new members, and will start the site updates soon with the money approved at the ISIT BoG meeting.

- The ad-hoc Movie Committee has been working with the movie director on the distribution. We had 4 very successful screenings.
1st Issue: *Deep Learning: Mathematical Foundations and Applications to Information Science*
Accepting papers through Oct. 15, 2019.
Expected publication in April/May 2020.

2nd Issue: *Quantum Information Science*
CFP available.
Expected publication in July/August 2020?
Possible topics:

- conferences – keeping up appearances
- cyber-bullying – protecting/defending ourselves
- ?